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must protect its reputation. But there are other smaller 

countries like Jamaica which would have nothing to 

lose if they violated the 1961 Single Convention Against 

Psychotropic Substances, and of course that would set 

a precedent for countries like Colombia." 

Jamaica today sells more than $1 billion of mari
juana per year, primarily to the United States. Colombia 

sells the United States nearly 10 times that amount. 

Manley's blunders 
Manley and his PNP party were not merely beaten 

in the elections-they were trounced. Although the 

popular vote was 53 to 47 percent, of the 60 parliamen

tary seats up for election, 51 will reportedly go to 

Seaga's JLP. 

Ten PNP candidates who were ministers in Manley's 

cabinet were voted out of parliament-including Fi

nance Minister Hugh Small and Deputy Prime Minister 

and Foreign Minister P. J. Patterson. Manley himself 

was reelected from his local district by a slim margin. 

The reasons are not hard to find. 

Although Manley did stand up to the IMF and 

rejected their "conditionalities," he was the first leading 

political figure from the Third World to argue that the 

alternative to the IMF was the proposals of the Brandt 

Commission. The Brandt proposals are in fact nothing 

but a version of the same IMF monetarist policies, 
sugar-coated with anti-imperialist rhetoric designed for 

the Third World. 

In endorsing the Brandt proposals, Michael Manley 

demonstrated that he was one of the Third World's 

leading suckers. 
One of the ways that Manley and Co. blinded 

themselves was by availing themselves of the counsel of 

the Institute for Policy Studies (IPS) on all matters of 

economic and foreign policy. IPS, a leftist Washington 

think tank, is one of the controllers of the international 

terrorist movement, and has played a major role in 

conduiting suicidal policy recommendations into cred

ulous Third World governments and "revolutionary 

movements." 

Equally significant is the fact that Manley and his 

followers never really attacked Seaga for what he is-a 

puppet of the international drug lobby. In fact, large 

chunks of Manley's own party favor legalizing mari

juana. 

One example is the PNP's director of overseas 
affairs, Paul Miller, who told EIR before the election 

that he was not interested in stopping Jamaica's drug 
trade, since "the majority of Jamaicans support the 

ganja trade, you know." 

The majority of Jamaicans have now also supported 

Edward Seaga, a cultist drug-runner, as their new prime 

minister. In so doing, they have handed the IMF a 

dramatic victory in their drive to make narcotics the 

Third World's leading export crop. 
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The IMF record 

in Jamaica 

Jamaica was targeted as a key production center for 

marijuana by the international drug trade several years 

ago. Long-standing British and Canadian families well 

embedded in the political structure of the former British 

colony, the existence of significant if mainly small-scale 

marijuana production, and the island's proximity to the 

U.S. made Jamaica an ideal place to scale up marijuana 

production. 

A two-sided operation was carried out to turn Jamai

ca into the third major supplier of marijuana to the U.S. 

in a period of about four years. On the one hand, 

international traffickers moved in, following the heavy 

crackdown on marijuana production in Mexico in 1975-
76. Equally important was the role of the International 

Monetary Fund in forcing through an economic pro
gram that systematically destroyed the real economy and 

forced many to turn to the booming illegal economy to 

survive. 

Jamaica turned to the IMF for loans in April 1977, 
when the combination of zooming oil prices and collaps

ing agricultural export prices had driven down their 

reserves. As in all cases, the IMF demanded that the 

Jamaican government draw up an economic package 

Edward Seaga: portrait 
of a 'voodoo economist' 

Jamaica's new prime minister Edward Seaga has been 
widely praised in the eastern liberal media as a ., quiet 
attdthoughtfu! man," a "champion of capitalism," a 

"vitulent anticommunist," and a "technocrat." At 
various times, he has represented Jamaica as governor 
before the World Bank, the International Monetary 
Fund. and the Interamerican Bank. Seaga's last Ja
maican government post was as minister of finance in 

. the late 1960s. when he instituted a national lottery as 
the. first step toward Jegalized gambling in Jamaica. 

His supporters in the Jamaican Labour Party, 
however, call him both "financial wizard" and "cul
ture leader ," a reference to a less well-known expertise 
of Edward Seaga: his sponsorship of voodoo and the 
cult of Rastafarianism as the "real culture" of the 
Jamaican population. 
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that met with their approval before granting any more 

credits. The core of the IMF program was to channel all 

available monies out of both production and consump

tion and into debt repayment. 

Between the spring of 1977 and the beginning of 

1980, Jamaica implemented a series of IMF-designed 

programs. For the first year, Jamaica had to undergo 

quarterly reviews of its economic performance. When 

Jamaica failed to "pass" even one of the agreed-on 

requirements, a new program had to be renegotiated, 

each time demanding more austerity. 

From January to March 1978, while bitter negotia

tions took place over the degree of austerity to be imple

mented, an international credit embargo was imposed on 

Jamaica. By March, only essential food was being im

ported, and the government faced a $34 million income 

shortfall. 

In the new agreement, the IMF required "on-site 

surveillance" of the Jamaican economy: IMF officials 

controlled day-to-day decisions on the economy from 

new offices in the Kingston central bank. 

Throughout the period, a series of devaluations 

drastically raised the cost of all imports, including food, 

fuels, and raw materials for industry. Government ex

penditures were limited, cutting services, and taxes in
creased to marshal more of the economy's surplus into 
debt payments. Wages were limited to a 15 percent 

ceiling while inflation ran at 78 percent. The IMF ac

knowledged in an official press release that its program 

had forced the government to significantly "reduce con

sumption" by the population. 

Seaga personally epitomizes the connections be
tween International Monetary Fund economics, cul
tism, and the drug trade. Seaga began his career 

.' ,. studying sociology at Harvard University in the early 
, . 1950s, specializing in spiritualist cults and "faith heal-

ing." He continued his studies in Jamaica, then went 

to Haiti to study voodoo. Seaga then worked under 
. the direction of one of Jamaica's top social profiters, 
M. A. G. Smith, and became a leading figure in a 

. . group of Jamaican sociologists and anthropologists 
,'who applied Smith's theory that the mass of Jamaica's 

poorest people should be treated as a virtually distinct 
species. 

According to the theory, this "bottom class" has 
. its own "evolved indigenous culture," totally different 
from the "Western imitative culture" of the middle 
classes. Seaga has specialized in using religious cuits 
as the central organizing element for that bottom 
class. Since the Boston-born Seaga is white, and 99 
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IMF officials demanded that the government "drast

ically limit," as one official put it, internal credit, even 

though business screamed for money for vital imports 

simply to keep their plants running. 

The result was predictable: industry turned to mari

juana dollars to stay in business. The London Economist, 
commenting last June on the well-known practice, said 

that the ganja trade, as it is locally called, is good 

business: "Industry thus manages to pay its foreign 

suppliers just before they cancel the next shipment, while 

the ganja money has taken the edge off some of the 

hardship in the hills." 

The IMF is now proposing the legalization of this 

black market in marijuana dollars, according to a Wash

ington-based IMF official. As the official explained it, 

the idea is to allow commercial banks to accept dollars 

earned abroad-no questions asked-for local currency, 

thus tapping what are now huge economic transactions 

taking place in "parallel" to the "real" economy. 

Today, marijuana is the focal point of economic 

activity in the country, earning $1 billion annually, an 

amount equal to all legal export income combined. The 
standard of living has dropped by 25 percent over the 

period, the Economist estimates, and unemployment is 

officially acknowledged to run over 30 percent. An esti

mated one-fifth of the population now relies on mari

juana for some significant portion of their income. 

Even the London Observer commented a few months 

ago: "In the complicated and topsy-turvy world of inter

national finance, the International Monetary Fund is 

now effectively helping those who want to legalize pot." 

percent of' Jamaica's population is black,the racist 
nature of this social theory is blatant. . 

Seaga achieved prominence in the 196()s when he 
was minister of culture and welfare. During his tenure, 
Seaga established a National FestivaJ of Folk Arts as 
an institution Which largely created' "reggae." the 
barbaric music used to promote theR.astafat"ian·drug 
cult worldwide. Seaga's festival.culled tbefuturestars 
of reggae from local· groups, who were raised to 

international prominence. . . 
. 

Seaga continued his cult studies 1;1,$ a central activw 
ity when thelamaican Labour Party was voted out in 
1972. Seaga then dropped· out of politics altogether 
for a year, emerging after his studies to write a brief 
treatise in praise ofthe Rastafarian cult. 

Faced now with the task of imposing another 
ratchet of IMF-dictated austerity, which Seaga has 
promised will be at the topofhis agenda. he will need 
his cult background to "organize" the popUlation to 

accept even more poverty. 
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